European democracy necessitates powerful European political parties
The crisis faced by the European Union at the time of its 50th anniversary is undoubtedly linked with its perceived democratic deficit. Shaking
off the EU blues will require giving citizens a greater say on the EU‟s agenda and the recognition by citizens of the EU as a legitimate power.
European political parties are key to making this happen.
“Without parties expressing the political will of the citizens, there is no democracy! This holds good at all levels of political representation…and
above all for the EU,” as European political parties‟ presidents have long argued.
European political parties are different from the Groups in the European Parliament, which combine MEPs of one or more political affiliations,
or possibly alliances between parties and independents.
So who are they and what is their role?
European political parties can be defined as a federation of national or regional parties from member states and aspiring EU countries, which are
in agreement over their orientation and objectives and which are committed to permanent co-operation and to establishing a common political
programme for European elections. They emerged in the 1960s and intensified their activities in the ‟70s to prepare the first direct elections to
the European Parliament. In the ‟90s, European parties played a pivotal role in the modernisation of the political scene in Eastern Europe.
The ill-fated European Constitution states that the Union shall be based on the principle of representative democracy and that “political parties at
European level contribute to forming European political awareness and to expressing the will of Union citizens” (Article 45). European parties
were first acknowledged along similar lines in the Maastricht Treaty.
On 4 November 2003, the European Parliament and the Council approved a Regulation on the rules regarding the funding of political parties at
European level, which marked a major development in the creation of a European political scene. According to this regulation, a political party
at European level can apply for funding if:
-

It is represented, in at least one quarter of member states, in the European Parliament, national or regional Parliaments, or it must have
received, at least 3% of the votes cast at the most recent European Parliament elections in at least one quarter of member states;
it observes the principles of liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law, and;
it participated in elections to the European Parliament, or has expressed the intention of so doing.

With this regulation, all European political parties had to establish structures outside of and independent from the European Parliament‟s
political groups.
Veteran Eurosceptic MEP Jens-Peter Bonde, together with other Eurosceptic MEPs, including UKIP leader Nigel Farage, launched a case at the
European court of Justice to annul this regulation, claiming that democratic life was and should remain organised at national level. The Front
National launched a similar action, but both cases were dismissed as inadmissible. After losing their case, the Eurosceptics decided to make use
of the money available for European political parties and created their own.
There are currently ten European political parties, with the three largest being the European People‟s Party (EPP), the Party of European
Socialists (PES) and the European Liberal Democrat and Reform (ELDR). The EPP gathers Christian Democratic and Conservative parties in
Europe, including Angela Merkel‟s CDU and Nicolas Sarkozy‟s UMP. The PES groups the Social Democrats and Socialist parties of Europe,
including Tony Blair‟s Labour. The European Liberal Democrat and Reform (ELDR) party groups liberal democrats and centrists, very well
represented in Northern Europe and including VLD the party of Belgian Prime Minister Guy Vehofstadt.
The other political parties existing at European level are: the European Free Alliance, the European Green Party, the Party of the European Left,
the European Democratic Party, the Alliance of Independent Democrats in Europe, the Alliance for Europe of the Nations, and the EU
Democrats. The last three parties are Eurosceptic.
Challenges facing a ‘European democracy’
European political parties mostly perform a networking and co-ordination role among their national party leaders. They are not yet able to
structure the European public debate, which is still largely based on national lines.
Thomas Jansen, former EPP secretary-general, explains the relative weakness of the European political parties by the fact that “power in the
Union does not derive from the European Parliament, but from national governments who owe their legitimacy and power to national
parliaments”.
Indeed, serious adjustments must be made for citizens to become aware of European political parties. National parties will have to allow
European parties to gain greater stature and thus more input into the policies of a national member party. They will need to realise that the game
is worth the candle.
Political parties, at national and European level, are crucial in representing the people and aggregating interests and aspirations within society
and translating them into political programmes. European political parties are widely expected to contribute to the creation of a European public

space and to structure the public debate before the EU takes its major decisions. They are seen as key element in the linking of public opinion
with the actions of the European institutions, by becoming active proponents of European policy options. It is indeed vital for the emergence of a
true European democracy that European leaders trigger a debate on key EU issues in their countries; one that will also cross borders and nurture
the sense of a „European public‟.
The Services Directive provided a good example for such a European-scale public debate, with liberals passionately fighting in favour of the
liberalization of services in Europe and trade unions and Communist parties largely rejecting it.
In his article „European democracy: Where now?‟ Aurore Wanlin, researcher for the London-based Centre for European Reform (CER), argues
that “the lesson of France and the Netherlands is that lack of democratic dialogue on a European Union-wide level is a damaging hole at the
heart of the European project”.
The way forward for Europe‟s democratisation implies greater politicisation of the European debate, with each European political family
presenting a clear political direction to voters and putting forward a candidate for the post of Commission president in the European elections in
2009. The disenchantment of Europe‟s citizens cannot be fought without political choice and leadership.
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